We have identi ed the optical counterpart of the EUV transient source RE J1255+266 with a 18 magnitude blue star which has an unusual optical spectrum showing a blue continuum and broad Balmer absorption lines characteristic of a DA white dwarf, together with intense narrow H Balmer and He I lines in emission. Subsequent optical spectroscopy and photometry, together with near-IR photometry, demonstrate that this system is most likely a cataclysmic variable (CV) system with a high-mass white dwarf and very low-mass companion viewed almost pole-on (i.e. inclination i < 5 ). At the time of our observations the system appears to be in its quiescent state with very little continuum emission from the disk. Fitting of the broad Balmer absorption lines yields temperature and gravity estimates for the white dwarf. These measurements provide a means of estimating the distance to RE J1255+266; we nd d = 180 +80 ?55 pc. At this distance the outburst EUV luminosity of RE J1255+266 is L EUV > 10 34 ergs ?1 . The large observed EUV luminosity of the outburst may be due to the viewing geometry of this system which favours a direct and unobscured view of the EUV/soft X-ray emission region in the boundary layer between the white dwarf and the inner accretion disk.
INTRODUCTION
The EUV transient source RE J1255+266 was discovered serendipitously in a ROSAT Wide Field Camera (WFC) observation made in 1994 June/July (Dahlem & Kreysing, 1994) . This transient reached, at peak, a WFC count rate of 14 ct s ?1 in the long-wavelength S2 lter (110 ? 200 A ), making it temporarily the brightest EUV object in the sky (corrected to nominal sensitivity this corresponds to 78 ct s ?1 , brighter than HZ 43). Subsequently the EUV ux decreased with an exponential decay time-scale of about 1 day. Limits to the pre-outburst EUV and soft X-ray uxes from RE J1255+266 imply the luminosity increased in outburst by a factor of at least 1000, and maybe 10000 (Dahlem et al., 1995) . This is the rst recorded event of this type in the EUV, thus we have no clue, a priori, of the nature of this object. This does not, however, demonstrate that objects like RE J1255+266 are necessarily rare. McGale et al. (1995) discuss the limits that can be placed on the number of similar EUV transients from the fact that none were detected in the 6-month ROSAT WFC sky survey. They conclude that, at maximum, the WFC data are consistent with one such EUV transient being active in the sky at any one moment, equivalent to of the order 50 such transients per year. In this paper we present the optical identi cation and subsequent optical/IR study of the counterpart which provides strong constraints on what kind of system we are dealing with.
OBSERVATIONS
A summary of our observations of RE J1255+266 is provided in Table 1. 2.1 The optical identi cation RE J1255+266 lies very close to the north Galactic pole (b = 89:07 ) in a very sparsely populated region of the sky, as can be seen in the nding chart shown in Fig.1 . On 1995 January 11 we made spectroscopic observations of the most Table 1 ). The spectrum was reduced in a standard manner, including approximate ux calibration via standard star observations taken on the same night. The unusual spectrum of this star, shown in Fig.2 , shows the blue continuum and broad Balmer absorption lines characteristic of a DA white dwarf, together with intense narrow H Balmer and He I lines in emission, making it very likely that this is the optical counterpart (Watson et al., 1995, see section 4) .
A second WHT+ISIS spectrum of the counterpart was obtained on 1995 Jan 13 in poor conditions (poor seeing, very variable transparency; observation A2). Comparison of these two spectra showed no gross variations had occurred over a two-day interval.
The o set ( 80 arcsec.) between our proposed counterpart and the nominal WFC position quoted by Dahlem et al. (1995) is not surprising given that the transient lies very close the edge of the WFC eld of view. At this position the systematic error in WFC position determinations is substantially larger (around a factor 3) than for on-axis sources (R Wilingale, private communication). 
Time-resolved, high resolution spectroscopy
Subsequent to the optical identi cation, a higher resolution time-resolved spectroscopic study of RE J1255+266 was carried out on the WHT (observation B in Table 1 ). We took spectra with the double-beam spectrograph ISIS on the WHT on the nights of 20{21, 21{22, 22{23 and 24{25 Jan 1995. The seeing was around 1 arcsec or less except on the second night, when it rose to around 2:5 arcsec; the weather was clear. As we were interested in radial velocities rather than absolute ux calibration, we kept the slit vertical with a width of 1 arcsec. A log of the data is presented in Table 2 . Since the observations were for a target of opportunity, the setups were de ned by two unrelated programs, but H was covered at the same resolution (FWHM = 0:8 A) on every night. Only one H spectrum was taken on the rst night as a result of the CCD dewar running out of liquid nitrogen during its exposure; this spectrum is somewhat noisier than the others. The other wavelength ranges used covered the B and I-bands. Mean spectra from these WHT observations are presented in Fig 3 .
The spectra were optimally extracted (Horne, 1986 ) and calibrated in wavelength by interpolation from arc exposures taken before and after each group of object exposures. The RMS scatter of the cubic ts to the 38 arc lines used for H was 0:013 A leading to a statistical uncertainty in the wavelength scale of order 0:013=(38=4) 1=2 = 0:004 A, equivalent to 0:2 km s ?1 , far below the statistical uncertainties on the radial velocities we derive from H . We did not attempt any ux calibration except for the relatively low dispersion I-band observations for which we used observations of the standard BD+26 2606 (Stone, 1977) to correct the wavelength dependent sensitivity (but only in a relative sense; all spectra were taken through a narrow slit). We used the same star to correct for telluric absorption which a ects data between 8100 and 8350 A and beyond 8950 A.
Additional spectroscopy
Additional spectroscopy of RE J1255+266 was obtained on the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) with the IDS (Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph) in February and May 1995 (see Table 1 for details). The February observations were made at relatively high resolution with the aim of further investigating any radial velocity shifts (observation C in Table 1 ). Four spectra covering the B-band were obtained at intervals of around one-day. The spectra are very similar to those obtained earlier, and are dominated by H and H emission.
The May INT observations (kindly made by Carolin Crawford and Steve Allen) were made as it was then (erroneously) believed that the object has brightened signicantly a few days previously. The single low resolution spectrum obtained (observation F in Table 1 ) is similar to the discovery spectrum (Fig.2) , although the continuum is apparently less blue. The broad-band magnitudes obtained from observation F are summarised in Table 4 and discussed in section 3.2.
Optical photometry
Optical photometry of the RE J1255+266 eld was carried out on a service basis on the 1-m Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT) on La Palma on the night of 1995 April 7/8 (observation D in Table 1 ). A total of 13 V-band CCD frames were obtained over a 2.5-hour interval with the JKT CCD camera + Tektronix chip. Exposures for each frame were 600 or 500 seconds. Unfortunately the seeing was poor (> 1 arcsec. typically) with variable transparency, making the data dicult to use for absolute photometry. The co-added data for the best 1.5-hours of the JKT exposures are shown in Fig.1 .
In order to look for short-term photometric variability, we derived the intensity of the counterpart relative to several comparison stars in each CCD frame. We nd that the counterpart to RE J1255+266 shows no hint of variability in the 2.5-hour JKT observation with a limit of 5%.
Near-IR photometry and radio observations
The counterpart to RE J1255+266 was observed by the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) using the IR-CAM3 instrument between 11:04 { 11:44 UT on the night of 1995 April 8 (observation E in Table 1 ). IRCAM3 is a 256 x 256 imaging array operating in the 1 { 5 micron wavelength range with a resolution of 0.286 arcsec/pixel. The source was observed in the J (1.2 micron), H (1.6 micron) and K (2.2 micron) bands. Each observation consisted of a 9-point jitter of individual frames of integration times 20, 15 & 10 s at J, H & K respectively. This allowed good median at-elding to be achieved and also facilitated a check for variability on timescales of a few x 10 s. The observations were uxcalibrated on standard SA106-1024 and weather conditions were photometric. There is no evidence for rapid variability of the source in any of the three 9-frame data sets.
The derived JHK magnitudes are summarised in Table  4 below, and discussed in section 3.2. Further UKIRT service observations were obtained on 1995 June 9. Unfortunately, due to instrument problems, the observations were of very poor quality, but the data indicate that the J magnitude of RE J1255+266 had not changed by more than 20% in the one-month interval between the two UKIRT observations,
The 5-km Ryle Telescope at Cambridge (Jones 1992) was used to search for radio emission from RE J1255+266 at 15 GHz. Two observations were made, on 1995 February 7 and 11, each of duration 3 hours. Interleaved phase calibrations using B1308+326 and an overall amplitude calibration using 3C48 were used. The observations were analysed jointly and individually, both at moderate resolution, about 30 arcsec., using the 5 aerials in the`compact array', and also using the longer baselines which give a resolution of about 1.5 arcsec. In no case was any source detected. The 2-day maps have noise levels 0.4 mJy rms, and a conservative upper limit of 2 mJy is set on any source within 2 arcmin. of the position of RE J1255+266.
RESULTS

Emission line parameters
As can be seen in Figs. 1& 2, the spectrum of RE J1255+266 contains many strong emission lines identi ed with the H Balmer and H Paschen series, several He I lines, and lines identi ed with Ca II, Fe II and O I. Table 3 
Broad-band magnitudes
Deriving accurate optical magnitudes for RE J1255+266 from our observations is somewhat problematic. Our only optical-band photometry (observation D) was taken in nonphotometric conditions, making it impossible to use the standard star observations obtained in the same run for ux calibration. Flux calibration is only available for the low resolution WHT and INT spectra (observations A1 and F), and for the far-red WHT spectra (observation B). The magnitudes obtained from these spectra are listed in Table 4 . Note that the possible e ects of di ering slit losses (due to seeing variations), and variable transparency between the counterpart and the standard star observations introduce substantial uncertainties in the magnitudes derived from these spectroscopic observations. The broad-band colours are of course more accurate. Given these uncertainties, we nd no rm evidence for any signi cant change in the brightness or colours of RE J1255+266 over the few month period spanned by our observations. Certainly there is no evidence for a systematic brightening or fading of the object. In what follows, we therefore make the assumption that there is no change in the brightness or colours of RE J1255+266. The adopted magnitudes and colours for RE J1255+266 listed in Table 4 are therefore based on the colours obtained from the low resolution spectroscopy (observation A1 & B), and the near-IR photometry (observation E) normalised to the V-magnitude of RE J1255+266 derived from the JKT photometry (see below). Note that since the initial WHT spectrum (observation A1) does not extend very far into the I-band, we determined the I-band magnitude relative to the BVR magnitudes by adjusting the relative normalisation of the observation A1 spectrum and the observation B far-red spectrum so that there was no discontinuity in the spectrum. This technique gives good relative colours under the assumption that the object is not variable.
The V-band intensity of RE J1255+266 is established in our JKT CCD data relative to the bright star visible to the NE of the transient in Fig.1 . This comparison star (GSC 1995.00420 ) is listed twice in the HST Guide Star Catalogue (GSC) at magnitude 13.3 and 13.6. As the GSC magnitude is very close to the V-band, we thus derive, for RE J1255+266, V = 18:0 m 0:5 m , where the error is set primarily by the uncertainty in the GSC magnitudes. Fortuitously the near-IR JHK magnitudes were obtained within one day of the JKT photometry, thus unless there is signi cant variability on a one-day timescale (for which we have no evidence), we can therefore have con dence in the relationship between the JKT V magnitude and the JHK measurements.
We have also compared the GSC magnitudes and those available from APM measurements for several stars in the vicinity of RE J1255+266 in order to determine the empirical transformation between APM and GSC magnitudes. Using the relationship determined, the APM E-plate magnitude for RE J1255+266 (18:9 m ), is equivalent to a GSC magnitude ( V mag.) of 17:8 m . The good agreement between the 1995 JKT measurement and the APM magnitude, which refers to the epoch 1955.3 POSS plate, strongly suggests that RE J1255+266 was close to its long-term quiescent ux at the time of the present observations.
White dwarf parameters
Under the assumption that the optical ux from RE J1255+266 is dominated by the white dwarf (see discussion below, and in section 4.2), we have estimated the temperature and gravity of the white dwarf component using the now-standard technique of tting the predicted Balmer line pro les from stellar model atmosphere calculations to the observational data (eg. Bergeron, Sa er and Liebert, 1992) . For this we used the discovery spectrum ( Fig.1 ) which covers several of the Balmer lines. Although the subsequent higher-resolution WHT spectroscopy (observation B) has better signal-to-noise, this advantage is o set by the narrower wavelength range covered. We used a grid of homogeneously mixed H/He models calculated for us by D. Koester (see Koester, 1991) , spanning the temperature range 20,000{ 100,000K and log g from 7.0 to 9.0. The optical spectra show no evidence for the presence of HeII in the photosphere of this star, from the absence of absorption at 4686 A, and so for the purpose of the analysis we xed the He abundance at its minimum value of 10 ?8 { e ectively corresponding to a pure H envelope. Spectral tting was performed using the programme XSPEC (Shafer et al., 1991) . Unlike Bergeron, Sa er and Liebert (1992), we do not to remove the continuum slope from the data or the models in our analysis. We note that this merely simpli es our tting procedure and does not provide any additional information. However, we have taken account of possible errors in the ux calibration of the spectrum by applying an independent normalisation constant = (R1=d) 2 ] to each line (here R1 is the radius of the white dwarf and d is the distance to the system). We stress that the estimates of the white dwarf temperature and gravity are sensitive primarily to the shape and depth of the absorption lines with only very weak dependence on the continuum slope in the vicinity of the lines.
In dealing with CCD spectra, where the errors on individual data points are di cult to determine, we take the following approach. We rst perform an initial t to the data without errors included. From the scatter on the residuals between the best t model and the observed spectrum, we estimate the average errors on the data points, which are included in a subsequent t. At the same time, we correct for any systematic deviation in the spectral slope between model and data, arising from second order errors in the ux calibration. To make a sensible estimate of the uncertainty in the tted parameters, the reduced 2 should be less than 2 and this is usually achieved with a single iteration of the steps outlined above.
While the spectrum of RE J1255+266 covers the H , H , H , and H lines ? , only the rst three were of su cient quality to include in the analysis. The best t temperature was found to be Te = 36840K with a 1 range of uncertainty from 34000 to 42400K. A value of 9.0 was obtained for log g, at the limit of the atmosphere grid, with a 1 lower limit of 8.8. Since we are unable to explore values of log g above 9.0, we note that the true uncertainties in T and log g probably exceed the formal errors noted here. Although we have not formally tted the Balmer pro les in all of our other spectroscopic observations of RE J1255+266, a comparison of the H and H pro les which are covered by all the spectroscopic observations shows no change occurring over a 4 month interval with a limit of 10%, set by the mostly poorer quality of the later spectroscopy. This limit corresponds to a white dwarf temperature change of < 8%. Alternatively, if we assume the white dwarf temperature is constant, the limit to any absorption EW variations constrains the change in any other component of the continuum to be < 10%. We thus nd no evidence that the white dwarf is cooling. It is also important to note that the continuum shape is broadly consistent with what is expected for a white dwarf at these temperatures.
The white dwarf in RE J1255+266 appears to have a high gravity and, therefore, correspondingly high mass. From the evolutionary calculations of Wood (1992), we estimate M1 = 1:05M and R1 = 0:0054R . Taking the value of (R1=d) 2 to be 4:6 10 ?25 , the normalisation constant for the Balmer line ts, the estimated distance to RE J1255+266 is d = 180 +80 ?55 pc (this assumes V = 18:0 m 0:8, see above). However, it is important to note that the apparent high gravity could be an artifact arising from the presence of a magnetic eld of B < 3MG, where the Zeeman splitting of the Balmer lines is too weak to be visible in data of the signal-to-noise available. A lower gravity would yield a greater distance, a 1 dex decrease in log g giving a factor 2 larger radius for the white dwarf, placing it twice as far away.
For a distance d = 180 pc, the implied peak EUV luminosity of RE J1255+266 during the transient outburst thus exceeds 10 34 erg s ?1 (using the ux values quoted by Dahlem et al., 1995) assuming it emits primarily in the bandpass dened by the WFC S2 lter (a higher luminosity is implied for other assumptions about the spectrum).
It is important to note that this analysis is critically dependent on the assumption that the white dwarf dominates the optical ux. The secondary star is very unlikely to make a signi cant contribution in the optical band (see section 4.2), but it is possible that the continuum from an accretion disk makes a signi cant contribution, especially as the continuum shape of a disk may be broadly similar to that of a hot white dwarf. The main e ect on the white dwarf analysis of an additional continuum component is to change the white dwarf temperature estimate, and the estimated ? H is, of course, also covered but has very shallow absorption. If an additional component exists which contributes a fraction of the total optical ux, the absorption equivalent widths will be underestimated by a factor 1=(1 ? ) and the white dwarf ux overestimated by a factor (1 ? ).
Since the white dwarf e ective temperature varies approximately inversely with equivalent width over the range we are interested in, the implied luminosity of the white dwarf varies as (1 ? ) 4 , and the net result is that the distance will be overestimated by a factor ((1 ? ) 4 =(1 ? )) 1 2 = (1 ? ) 3 2 . With this crude scaling, a 10% contribution from an accretion disk would correspond to a 35% decrease in the white dwarf temperature and a 15% decrease in the distance whilst a 20% contribution would give over a factor 2 drop in temperature and a 30% decrease in the distance. Larger values of would imply a white dwarf with implausibly low temperatures, but in any case these simple scaling arguments will cease to be valid at large values.
Radial velocity changes
We used the spectra obtained with the WHT (observations A and B) and with the INT (observation C) to look for any radial velocity changes in RE J1255+266. By far the best data for this study were those obtained in observation B since these have the best signal-to-noise, spectral resolution and time coverage. We concentrated on H , the strongest line in our spectra. In order to look for radial velocity shifts, we proceeded as follows. The observation B spectra were rst co-added and tted with a symmetric pro le consisting of two gaussians at the same velocity. Relative to the continuum (normalised to 1), the tted gaussians had heights of 18.1 0:2 and 2.3 0:2 and FWHM values of 4.11 0:04 and 10.89 0:35 A. Holding the FWHM and height ratio xed, velocities and single parameter heights were then tted to the individual spectra. This technique provides the optimal signal-to-noise in the tted parameters, provided the pro les do not show too much variation (a fact that we had already established). The measured velocities are shown in the upper panel in Fig.4 . The peak-to-peak radial velocity amplitude is very low, 10 km s ?1 . There appears to be a signi cant shift occurring at HJD 2449740.76, suggestive of a radial velocity variation with a period of the order 1.5-2 hours. It is interesting to note that this velocity shift coincides with a dip in the equivalent widths.
We have also examined the other spectroscopic data for radial velocity changes. For observations A1 and A2, separated by 2 days, we nd no signi cant shift (given the poor signal-to-noise of the observation A2 data this does not, of course, place strong constraints on any radial velocity change). For the INT data (observation C), we nd apparent shifts (in the velocity of H ) with an amplitude of 17 5 km s ?1 . Although the INT result is not consistent with the radial velocity amplitude determined from the earlier WHT observations, the discrepancy is not large. On balance we prefer to believe that the observation B WHT results, in which we have the highest con dence, are correct and that there is some additional systematic bias in the observation C INT data which we have not identi ed. The only other, rather unlikely, possibility is that the object changed mode' between the two observations, with another velocity component becoming dominant at that time. We note that the observation B WHT observations were made at intervals close to one-day (with more detailed coverage on one night). Although this is not optimum sampling, the observation C INT data were also taken at almost exactly one-day intervals, so there is no reason to believe that the di erent radial velocity results could be attributed to di erent sampling.
Equivalent width changes
We have measured the equivalent widths of the strong Balmer emission lines in the observation B WHT data. All the Balmer lines show similar highly signi cant equivalent width variations (see Fig.4) ; these variations for H have an amplitude of about 50%. Since an equivalent width measurement relates the line strength to the locally measured continuum strength, it is essentially immune from almost any e ect introduced by the instrument or the observing conditions. The variations show a hint of a periodicity of the order 2 hours, but we cannot con rm this with the observations to hand, which at most cover 2:5 hours. The fact that the JKT photometry revealed no V-band variability with a 5% amplitude limit (section 2.4) suggests that the equivalent width variations seen may be related to changes in the intrinsic line strength rather than continuum changes.
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 4.1 General remarks
Our identi cation of RE J1255+266 seems secure since the sky density of objects with unusual spectra like our proposed candidate must be very low. To make this more concrete, if we take a 3-arcminute radius region (corresponding to the region originally considered for nding the counterpart), we estimate the a priori probability of nding an emission line system like RE J1255+266 within this circle to be < 10 ?4 , even if we assume there are N = 500 such systems in the sky brighter than V 18 m . This estimate of the total number is of course very optimistic, since it exceeds the total number of cataclysmic variables (CVs) presently known. Nevertheless we emphasize that our search for the counterpart was not exhaustive. In particular we have not obtained spectra for the other stars and galaxies which are visible on the nding chart (Fig.1) .
Our distance determination for RE J1255+266 implies an EUV luminosity in outburst LEUV > 10 34 ergs ?1 (e.g. Dahlem et al., 1995) . Such a high luminosity strongly suggests this is a binary system with the transient outburst due to either an accretion or nuclear-burning event. The idea that this is a binary system is also strongly suggested by the presence of the intense emission lines, features which would not be expected from the white dwarf itself, but could plausibly be associated with the heated face of the companion star, or with an accretion disk around the white dwarf. Overall, the spectrum of RE J1255+266 is reminiscent of several DA + dM close binaries systems known, e.g. RE 1629+78 (Cooke et al., 1992) and RE1016{05 (Jomaron et al., 1993) , in which heating of the secondary is an important e ect, but in the case of RE J1255+266 the emission lines are much stronger, implying a smaller binary separation. y
The other obvious possibility is that this system may be a CV with the emission lines originating in an accretion disk. The fact that the observed continuum (in the optical at least) is close to that expected from the white dwarf alone at a temperature of T 37000K implies that the disk emission would have to be primarily in the lines, probably requiring the system to be in a low accretion state (see below). The precise limits on any disk continuum contribution are di cult to estimate, since the disk continuum could have a similar shape to the white dwarf continuum. Nevertheless, as we have argued in section 3.3, a disk contribution of more than 20% of the optical ux is unlikely, both because it would force the white dwarf temperature to be very low, and also, as we shall see later (section 4.2), the lower distance estimates which result for signi cant disk contribution would also force any secondary star in the system to be even less luminous. From the apparent constancy of the Balmer line absorption equivalent widths, we can place limits on any change in the disk component of the continuum at < 10= %, where is the fractional contribution the disk makes to the total optical light (see section 3.1).
Constraints on the secondary star
The optical spectra of RE J1255+266 show no features that can be attributed to a companion star (e.g. TiO absorption features), with the possible exception of the emission lines, and seem to be dominated, out to 10000 A, by the hot white dwarf continuum. This already suggests that any companion to the white dwarf must be rather faint. In order to investigate this is in a quantitative manner we have compared the broad-band optical/IR uxes of RE J1255+266 with a white dwarf continuum model. Although the optical y The line strengths are similar to those observed in the precataclysmic NN Ser, which has an orbital period 3:1 hours (e.g. Catalan et al., 1994 ). with two components. The data points plotted are the broadband uxes of RE J1255+266 computed from the magnitudes given in Table 4 . Component 1 (dashed curve) is a T = 37000K black-body representing the contribution from the white dwarf. Component 2 (dot-dashed curve) is the contribution from the red dwarf (with T e 1900K). The solid curve is the sum of the two components. Both components have been scaled to a distance of 180 pc. See text for details.
band measurements are well tted, we nd that the J, H and K uxes are not consistent with the white dwarf alone, but require an additional component. A reasonable t can be obtained by adding the contribution from a very late-type M dwarf, as is shown in Fig.5 .
In Fig.5 the contribution from the white dwarf is approximated by a black-body with T = 37000K and R = 3:75 10 8 cm (= 0:0054R ), i.e. the parameters determined from the Balmer pro le tting (see section 3.3). For the red dwarf contribution we nd that the latest stars tabulated in standard references (e.g. M8V) are much too bright in the IJHK bands. Consistency with the measured uxes can only be achieved with very low-mass red dwarfs. The red dwarf points plotted in The uncertainties in our broad-band magnitudes of course allow for a range of possible secondary stars in the system. If we assume the optical magnitudes of RE J1255+266 are the lowest allowed by our measurements (recall that the optical magnitudes are less well determined than the near-IR magnitudes), this would then allow the secondary star to be have a factor 2 larger ux in the near-IR than GD165B. Crudely interpolating the parameters for very late-type stars tabulated by Jones et al. (1994) suggests such a star would have Te 2200 K with a mass and radius only marginally larger (by around 10%), i.e. M 0:09M and R 0:1R = 7 10 9 cm. It is worth noting, however, that if the optical magnitudes are set to their lowest values, the implied near-IR colours for the second component no longer t well with those expected for a cool, late-type dwarf.
As noted earlier, we also have to consider the possibility that the accretion disk makes a signi cant contribution to the optical light. It is di cult to judge how this would change our estimates of the contribution the secondary star in the near-IR without knowing the shape of the disk continuum and its fractional contribution at shorter wavelengths. Under the simple assumption that the near-IR uxes from the secondary are not grossly di erent from the simpler case we have considered above (i.e. that the extrapolation of a white dwarf + disk continuum into the near-IR would be similar to the extrapolation of the white dwarf continuum alone), the important point is that the decrease in the distance estimate which must apply if the disk makes a significant contribution (see section 3.3) will inevitably imply a less luminous, i.e even lower mass, secondary star. As our simple analysis already points to a very low-mass companion to the white dwarf, this would seem to argue against a signi cant disk contribution being present.
Constraints from the radial velocity data
Our results demonstrate that RE J1255+266 has a very low radial velocity semi-amplitude, K 5 km s ?1 . This is difcult to understand if this system is a short period binary unless we are viewing the system at a very low inclination. The constraints on the secondary obtained from modeling the broad-band magnitudes clearly show that it must be a very low-mass M dwarf with M2 0:1M . The implied mass ratio, given the white dwarf mass estimate (section 3.3), is M1=M2 10. As a result, the small radial velocity amplitude is arguably more plausible if the lines originate in an accretion disk (which shares the smaller motion of the primary) than if they were associated with the heated secondary (which inevitably has a much larger orbital velocity). To make this more explicit, if we identify the observed radial velocity semi-amplitude Kobs 5 km s ?1 with K1, the velocity semi-amplitude of the primary, then for M1 = 1M and M2 = 0:1M , we nd an orbital inclination i 5 for any period Porb > 60 minutes. In this case, the FWHM value observed for the Balmer lines, FWHM 200 km s ?1 implies a true (i.e. deprojected) FWHM value 2300 km s ?1 , broadly consistent with what we might expect from an accretion disk. Alternatively, if Kobs = K2, the velocity semi-amplitude of the secondary, the limit on the inclination is i 0:5 which then implies a true FWHM value 23000 km s ?1 , impossibly high for the rotational velocity of the secondary.
The lines we observe are centrally peaked and show no sign of the double-horned pro le characteristic of a Keplerian accretion disk. This is not a particular di culty, however, given that we are observing the system close to poleon. In any case the double-horned pro le is often absent in other bona de CV systems: a variety of explanations exist to resolve this. The other striking feature of the lines in RE J1255+266 is the di erence between the widths of the Balmer and Ca II lines (section 3.1). Taking into account the instrumental resolution, the di erence is about a factor of two. This can result from the Ca II emission being formed at the outer edge of the disk, but the e ect seen is larger than in other CVs. This may not be surprising given the extreme mass ratio of this system which would place the extreme edge of the disk at a large radius from the white dwarf. It is also possible that the very low inclination of the system may be a factor.
We therefore conclude that there is good evidence that we are dealing with a low-state cataclysmic variable system, with the line emission originating in an acccretion disk, rather than a detached pre-cataclysmic.
Alternative models
There are of course other possibilities that must be considered. The radial velocity data are formally consistent with zero shift, as might be the case if the lines originate in a wind rather than an accretion disk or from the heated secondary. Such a wind must. however, have lost any signature of the binary motion. It is di cult to see how this could work in RE J1255+266 since the measured line widths (FWHM 200km s ?1 ) would imply wind velocities which are not much di erent from the expected orbital velocities of either member of the system (in the wind interpretation there would of course be no need to invoke a low orbital inclination).
One could also argue that the observed near-IR ux, which we have attributed to a faint secondary star, could arise from circum-stellar material. Although this explanation has some attractions, the available infra-red and radio data also do not strongly support the idea that we are seeing signi cant emission from a wind and/or other circum-stellar material. The fact that the IR uxes do not show any signi cant change over a one-month period places constraints on the rate of decay of any emission related to material expelled in a one-o transient event. The principal objection to attributing the near-IR ux to emission from circum-stellar materail is that it is di cult to understand the enormous outburst luminosity of this system if it is not a binary system. If we accept that the system is a binary, alternative explanations in which the secondary star (and/or an accretion disk) contributes little or nothing to the line emission and the near-IR luminosity would force the secondary to be even less luminous, and hence have an even lower mass, than our estimates made in section 4.2. This would be a very extreme object indeed.
RE J1255+266 as a cataclysmic variable
The observations we have presented strongly suggest that RE J1255+266 is a short-period CV system with an extreme mass-ratio, viewed at very low inclination, which, at the time of our observations, was in its quiescent state. The emission from the disk must be predominantly in the emission lines, with little or no disk continuum, requiring the disk to be optically thin and thus indicating a very low quiescent accretion rate. If this interpretation is correct, it is worth asking whether the properties of RE J1255+266 resemble those of any other CV systems, and whether there is a plausible explanation for the characteristics of the EUV outburst.
Many of the properties of RE J1255+266 are rather similar to the WZ Sge systems (e.g. O'Donoghue et al., 1991).
WZ Sge stars, which many authors argue are just extreme examples of SU UMa systems, are characterised by very large (6-10 mag.), infrequent ( years interval), long outbursts. They are often associated with ultra-short period systems which consequently have very low-mass secondaries and very low quiescent accretion rates. Although we have no information on the optical outburst in RE J1255+266, all the properties we have derived are consistent with it being closely related to the WZ Sge systems. The EUV outburst amplitude corresponds to a 7:5 mag. increase, the period of the system is probably short, and the likely secondary star is constrained to be a very low-mass object. In addition the quiescent mass transfer rate must be very low, as it is in WZ Sge systems, to explain the very low disk luminosity with emission primarily in the lines.
The EUV outburst of RE J1255+266 itself is notable for its very large peak luminosity (well over an order of magnitude higher than has been observed in the dwarf nova SS Cyg for example -see Ponman et al., 1995) , and the very rapid EUV decline which had an e-folding timescale of 1 day. One possible explanation for the high EUV luminosity may be that it results simply from the viewing geometry. The EUV and soft X-ray production in non-magnetic cataclysmic variables takes place in or near the boundary layer between the inner accretion disk and the white dwarf surface, but this is a region which can easily be obscured by the outer parts of the boundary layer itself, or by the relatively dense winds common in such systems. A pole-on view of such a system might allow us to see the bulk of the luminosity that is simply obscured in other objects. The fast EUV decline stands out as being a possible di erence between RE J1255+266 and WZ Sge systems (or indeed ordinary dwarf novae), but it is important to realise that bolometric corrections in the EUV band can be enormous. As a result a gentle decline in the total EUV luminosity, when coupled with a change in the spectral shape of the emission, can result in an apparently very fast decrease in the observed EUV ux as the peak of the emission moves out of the instrumental pass-band (indeed this e ect may be important in SS Cyg).
